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Subsection (2). This subsection is intended to provide
for cases in which the owner has brought an action' (as he
may) on the agreement without seeking to recover the goods.
This would not be an action under section 12. Any sum
recovered or recoverable by such earlier action must be taken
into account.
15. Successive hire-purchase agreements be-
tween the same parties.—Where goods have been let
under a hire-purchase agreement and at any time after
one-third of the hire-purchase price has been paid or
tendered the owner makes a further hire-purchase agree-
ment with the hirer comprising those goods, the pro-
visions of sections eleven and twelve of this Act shall
have effect in relation to that further agreement as from
the commencement thereof.
notes to section 15
The intention appears to be that if any goods have been
let under a hire-purchase agreement as to which one-third of
the hire-purchase price has been paid, the inclusion of any
of those goods in a subsequent hire-purchase agreement
between the parties, will have the effect of depriving the
owner of the right to recover " otherwise than by action "
from the beginning of the subsequent agreement. This does
not seem fair, but is a more reasonable interpretation than
the alternative which involves interpreting the words " com-
prising those goods" as meaning "comprising all those
goods/' The latter interpretation would enable the owner to
evade the section in very many cases. This section will cause
enormous difficulties, as it is a very common custom among
hire-traders when a customer wishes to be supplied with
further goods, to prepare a comprehensive agreement including
the first goods, and to treat the sums already paid as a deposit
on the new agreement. It will also cause great trouble to
salesmen when preparing the agreement as in the case of a
" further " agreement the Notice in the Schedule to the Act
which must be included in the note or memorandum of the
agreement, requires alteration. No explanation is given in
the Notice as to the meaning of " further " agreement and

